Effect of Surface Roughness on Ultrasonic Testing of Back-Surface Micro-Cracks
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Abstract: Surface roughness is one of the main factors that affect the ultrasonic testing of micro-cracks. This article theoretically analyzes the relationship between the changes in the energy intensity of crack echo waves and roughness-modified transmission coefficients. A series of simulations are carried out using two-dimensional sinusoidal curves as rough surface. Then, parallel experiments are performed on sample surfaces with different arithmetic average heights ($R_a$). The signal amplitude ratio factor (SARF) is defined to assess the ultrasonic detection capacity for micro-cracks. Both finite element analysis and experimental results show that signal amplitude decreases with an increase in $R_a$, resulting in signal-to-noise ratio loss. Amplitude attenuation caused by the rough back surface is less than that caused by the rough front surface. It is difficult to identify the signal of micro-cracks with a depth less than 400 µm when the $R_a$ of the front surface is larger than 15 µm. Cracks with depths of more than 200 µm can be distinguished when the back-surface roughness is less than 24 µm. Furthermore, the amplitude of the micro-crack signal increases slightly with variation in the horizontal parameter ($R_{sm}$). This study provides a valuable reference for the precision evaluation of micro-cracks using ultrasonic inspection.
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1. Introduction

The detection of surface corrosion defects and fatigue cracks is important in the petrochemical and infrastructure industries [1,2]. Lack of timely and accurate assessment of these forms of distortion can eventually lead to either leakage or explosion, with potential financial and environmental consequences [3]. Ultrasonic testing is a common nondestructive testing technique carried out to reduce the risk of accidents. Inspections using ultrasound are often carried out in water baths and the pulsed acoustic beams launched by transducer are incident to the liquid-solid interfaces. The crack size is generally considered to be much larger than the geometry of irregular microstructures of the surface. The surfaces of workpieces are assumed to be perfectly smooth in previous theoretical analyses and in practical application [4–6]. However, when the size of the micro-crack is of the same order of magnitude as that of the microscopic surface fluctuation, wave scattering on the rough surface dramatically alters the shape of the received signal of the micro-crack [7,8]. Therefore, understanding
and accurately predicting the effect of surface roughness on the detection capacity of micro-cracks is the primary concern behind the work presented in this paper.

Elastic wave scattering characteristics on rough surfaces can be scientifically identified and described [9,10]. A variety of analytical models involving reflection and transmission waves such as the phase perturbation approximation [11–13] and Kirchhoff theory [14–18], have been developed to understand the scattered fields of different scatterers. Thorsos explored the validity of the perturbation approximation for rough surface scattering using a Gaussian roughness spectrum [19]. Ogilvy discussed Kirchhoff approximation theory to estimate the complicated effects of wave scattering on rough defects [20–22]. Fan and Lowe introduced theoretical formulae for diffuse fields of elastic waves on random rough solid-solid interfaces using the Kirchhoff approximation [23]. However, there is a consensus that none of the analytical models—which are based on mathematical assumptions—can describe rough surface scattering with a full solution, especially for some complex defect geometries. The finite element model (FEM) was used to accurately solve the problem of elastic wave scattering [24–27]. This numerical method was used to measure the thickness distribution of corrosion surfaces [28,29] and to analyze rough crack scattering [30,31]. Many factors must be considered when ultrasonic testing for a crack scatterer is discussed, including incident frequency, transducer location, and the noise induced by backscatter of ultrasound from the microstructure. This investigation focuses primarily on the effects of surface roughness while other factors remain unchanged.

In this work, the relationship between changes in ultrasound wave energy intensity for micro-crack detection and the roughness-modified transmission and reflection coefficients is briefly introduced. An ultrasonic simulation model used for detailed analysis is presented in Section 3. Two-dimensional sinusoidal curves are used to represent rough surface fluctuation. The signal-to-noise ratio loss of crack pulse-echo and signal distortion of micro-crack at different surface roughnesses \( R_a \) and \( R_{sm} \) are analyzed significantly. In Section 4, a number of experiments are designed to verify the effect of rough front surface and rough back surface. The results from experimental measurements are compared to theoretical analyses and simulations. An accurate description of the detection capacity of micro-cracks is obtained. Section 5 contains a brief conclusion.

2. Background

2.1. Surface Roughness

Most industrial ultrasonic inspections involve reflection and transmission on coupled interfaces. The states of most surfaces of workpieces are by definition rough while considering the irregular microstructures of macroscopic scale workpiece surfaces. For example, the micro irregular texture characteristics caused by different processing methods normally appear on the surfaces of workpieces during manufacturing, such as convex, groove, and scratches. These characteristics directly affect the performance and life of the machine and instrument. Metal cooling and solidification of cast parts generate rough surfaces. Surface roughness is a comprehensive evaluation parameter for micro-sizes of machined surfaces. It is therefore necessary to characterize the state of a rough surface by a set of common surface statistic parameters. Then, any surface condition can be assigned to a statistical class.

A considerable number of reports deal with different methods of numerically generating rough surface shapes, and a statistical characteristic is adopted here. As can be seen in Figure 1, the variation in height of the two-dimensional surface profile is defined in the \( z \)-axis and the shape of rough surface fluctuation is given along the \( x \)-axis. \( R_a \) corresponds to vertical deviation of the surface from the mean plane and reflects the arithmetic average height parameter [32,33]. The two-dimensional model used to represent the rough surface is spatially discretized and the discretized equivalent is given by:

\[
R_a = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} |Z_i|
\]
where \( m \) is the number of sampling points, \( i \) represents incremental changes along the \( x \)-axis, and \( Z_i \) represents the height of a single discrete point on the surface, as shown in Figure 1. The second parameter, \( R_{sm} \), is used to describe the characteristics along the surface in the horizontal direction (\( x \)-axis). A series of normally distributed discretized intervals is used to define \( R_{sm} \) [34]:

\[
R_{sm} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} Xs_j
\]

where \( n \) represents the number of profile elements and \( j \) represents incremental changes along the \( x \)-axis. \( Xs_j \) is the spacing length of a profile element. It can be seen that \( R_{sm} \) represents the spacing length between two points on the mean plane, and it is set as an isotropic correlation length. The parameters \( R_a \) and \( R_{sm} \) are widely used in the machining process for general quality control and other fields for surface quality assessment. The statistical characteristics described in this manner can be related to the wave scattering behavior.

![Figure 1. Partial feature parameters within evaluation length on rough surface.](image1)

2.2. Scattering from Rough Surface

Coherent and incoherent acoustic waves are generated by the interaction of an incident wave with a randomly rough liquid-solid interface, as shown in Figure 2 [12]. Coherent waves propagate in the direction determined by Snell’s law, including a specularly reflected wave and transmitted shear and longitudinal waves. Characterization of the phases and magnitudes of coherent waves are affected by surface roughness. The incoherent waves are random components of the received ultrasonic signal, which correspond to random fluctuations of the rough surface.

![Figure 2. Schematic diagram of scattering of waves at a rough water-solid interface.](image2)

Even though the transmitted wave contains only a small fraction of the incident acoustic energy after mode conversion and scattering through the rough interface, it still plays a key role in the
inspection of micro-cracks in subsurface regions. It is therefore necessary to obtain the reflection and
transmission coefficients of coherent waves at oblique incident angles. Nagy and Rose indicated that
surface roughness simultaneously randomized the phase and degraded the magnitude of transmitted
waves. The literature offers simple formulae of reflection and transmission coefficients described by
the phase-screen approximation [12]. The results were based on the fact that the exponential change
in phase determined variations in coefficients while the amplitude was only a proportional prefactor.
The rough surface performed as a phase perturbation screen and the approximation describes the total
wave fields inside the liquid and the solid.

2.3. Detection of Back-Surface Crack with Rough Surface

A general schematic diagram for the ultrasonic detection of micro-crack with rough surface is
shown in Figure 3a. A pressure wave generated from the immersed ultrasonic-focused transducer is
obliquely incident on the rough front surface of the workpiece. Generally, there are only transmitted
shear waves inside the solid that improve detection accuracy and sensitivity. The oblique incident
angle is therefore set as 17°, which is located between the first critical angle and second critical angle.
Since the wavelength of shear wave is about half the wavelength of the longitudinal wave at the same
low frequency, the influence of surface roughness on detection sensitivity of the shear wave is more
serious than that of the longitudinal wave. Currently, in terms of the industrial ultrasonic testing
system for steel pipes, it is difficult to detect micro-cracks of depth less than 5% of the wall thickness
for pipes with large surface roughnesses. On the other hand, there is a possibility for inner and outer
walls of steel pipe, such as hot-rolled steel pipes changing to rough surfaces that are rougher than
bearing steel pipes. In these cases, incoherent waves scattering in all directions are generated when
a longitudinal wave interacts with the rough surface. This leads to significant attenuation of energy
intensity of the transmitted shear wave and severe degradation of amplitude of the micro-crack signal.

![Figure 3. (a) Schematic diagram of ultrasonic detection of micro-crack with rough surface; (b) changes
in energy intensity of acoustic wave for micro-crack detection. I₀–I₅ represent the changes in energy
intensity from incident wave to crack echo. T₁ represents the transmission coefficient of incident
acoustic wave, R₁ represents the reflection coefficient of transmitted shear wave, and T₂ represents the
retransmission coefficient of the reflected wave of back-surface crack.](image)

To further analyze the transmitting process of acoustic wave for micro-crack detection when
the front surface and back surface are both rough, Figure 3b performs energy intensity changes of
acoustic waves at different stages. The transmission coefficients T₁ and T₂ are modified by surface
roughness [12]. The reflection coefficient R₁ reflects the interaction of transmitted shear wave with the
micro-crack and rough back surface. Considering absorption attenuation and scattering attenuation caused by the backscatter of microstructures inside the solid, the relationship between \( I_0 \) and \( I_5 \) can be simply given by:

\[
I_5 = I_0 \cdot T_1 \cdot R_1 \cdot T_2 \cdot \exp(-4\delta x)
\]  

where \( \delta \) is the attenuation coefficient and \( x \) represents the propagation distance of the acoustic wave in the solid. For steel plate with uniform thickness, the absorption attenuation and scattering attenuation remain unchanged. It can be seen that the energy intensity of the crack echo is mainly related to the transmission and reflection coefficients. When the frequency is unchanged, the reflection coefficient depends on the size of micro-crack and back-surface roughness. The transmission coefficients are exponentially affected by the surface roughness \( R_a \) according to the phase-screen approximation.

To further confirm the results of theoretical analysis, simulation and experimental studies are described in the following sections.

3. Simulation and Analyses

3.1. Two-Dimensional Rough Surface Model Setup

Finite element simulation is an effective method for studying ultrasonic detection, which involves multi-physics coupled field. A two-dimensional rough surface model is developed with commercial software (COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2a), as shown in Figure 4a. It is used to analyze the relationship between the surface roughness parameters \( (R_a \) and \( R_{sm} \) ) and time-domain signal of micro-crack. The model consists of a virtual focused transducer, coupled water, and a 9 mm thick steel plate with a back-surface micro-crack. The depth of the micro-crack is normally less than five percent of the wall thickness of the workpiece. The focused transducer, formed by a piezoelectric wafer and arc lens, has chord length of 8 mm and curvature radius 25 mm. It is at a stand-off distance of 20 mm from the front surface of the steel plate. The material properties used in the model are obtained from the material library of the software. The longitude wave velocity in water is 1480 m/s and shear wave velocity in steel is 3230 m/s. The excitation signal applied to the external circuit is a broadband modulated pulse, which can be modeled as a Gabor function [35]:

\[
f(t) = A \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{(t/2 - \mu)^2}{\sigma^2}\right) \cdot \sin(2\pi f_0 t)
\]  

where \( A \) is the reference amplitude and center frequency \( f_0 \) of the transducer is set to 5 MHz. \( \mu = 1/f_0 \) and \( \sigma = 1/(2f_0) \) correspond to the translation and standard deviation of Gaussian function.

Figure 4. (a) The two-dimensional simulation model; (b) partial view of rough sinusoidal surface.
The liquid-solid interfaces, including the front surface and back surface and the arc lens surface in the model, are set to be acoustic-structure coupling boundaries. Other boundaries are set to be radiation boundaries in the water region and low reflection boundaries in the steel region. The grid control region is used to mesh the refined grid to improve calculation accuracy. The grid density is set to 8 elements per wavelength in the control region and 6 elements per wavelength in the other region. The simulation study is carried out with the transient analysis module. The temporal resolution is set to 20 time steps per period of the acoustic wave. The time domain signals are captured using the sampling time interval $\Delta t = 0.01 \mu s$. This study is on the rough surface, and a surface with sinusoidal curves is used to model the rough surface [7,28]. Amplitude and wavelength of the curves are used to describe the arithmetic average heights and the horizontal parameter. Figure 4b shows a partial view of the sinusoidal surface with different $R_a$ and $R_{sm}$. The mathematical expression corresponding to the roughness parameters in the model can be described as:

$$x = \text{range}(0, \Delta x, x_1)$$  \hfill (5)  

$$y = B \cdot \sin\{\text{range}(0, 0.02 \times \pi, m \times \pi)\}$$  \hfill (6)

where $x_1$ represents the end of the rough interface and $\Delta x$ corresponds to $R_{sm}$. Half of the amplitude $B$ of the sinusoid is chosen to be of similar extent to $R_a$. In addition, $W$ represents the width of the crack and $D$ represents the crack depth.

3.2. Verification of the Micro-Crack Signal on the Rough Surface

Several simulations were conducted to demonstrate the significant degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio under the influence of surface roughness. As an example, the front surface is the rough surface while the micro-crack is on the smooth back surface. The depth of the crack is 400 $\mu m$, and width 250 $\mu m$. The front-surface roughness $R_a$ is 25 $\mu m$ and $R_{sm}$ 400 $\mu m$. Figure 5 shows the propagation of the acoustic wave for ultrasonic detection of micro-crack. The coherent and incoherent waves caused by the interaction of the incident wave with the rough interface are shown in Figure 5a–c. It can be seen clearly that the reflected wave beam from the rough coupled interface inside water is no longer focused. The incoherent wave inside the solid is scattered in all directions. Figure 5d shows that the energy intensity of the reflected wave from the crack reduces significantly. The pulse-echo of the crack transmits from the rough solid-water interface. The energy intensity further weakens because of multiple scattering, as shown in Figure 5e,f. The phenomenon agrees with the previous analysis.

Figure 6 shows several raw A-scan signals acquired from the simulation models. The size of micro-cracks on the smooth back surface in the models is the same as that in Figure 5. The roughnesses $R_a$ on the front surface are set to 3.2 $\mu m$, 12.5 $\mu m$, and 25 $\mu m$, respectively. The signals at the center correspond to the micro-crack, as shown in Figure 6a. The noise signals occurring elsewhere are attributed to scattering from the rough surface. Figure 6b,c show the echo received from rougher surfaces; the amplitude of the crack signal decreases with increase in $R_a$. When the front surface roughness $R_a$ is 25 $\mu m$, the signal of the crack becomes nearly indistinguishable from the noise (Figure 6a). The reflected wave signals obtained from the front surface get wider with increase in $R_a$ due to scattering in different directions. Figure 6d presents the reference signal when no micro-crack is on the rough back surface, and there is no apparent micro-crack signal (Figure 6c). The results correspond to previous analyses that the energy intensity of transmitted wave reduces because of multiple scattering. Furthermore, the amplitude of the noise signal increases slightly. Therefore, the signal-to-noise of the micro-crack signal degrades significantly with rougher surface.
Figure 5. Scattering diagram of acoustic wave during ultrasonic detection process of micro-crack when the front surface is rough and back surface is smooth. (a) $t = 13.5$ $\mu$s; (b) $t = 15$ $\mu$s; (c) $t = 16.5$ $\mu$s; (d) $t = 19.4$ $\mu$s; (e) $t = 21.9$ $\mu$s; (f) $t = 24$ $\mu$s.

The surface roughness-induced attenuation of the coherent reflected longitudinal wave and transmitted shear wave are characterized by the time-domain signal distortion of the micro-crack. It is necessary to distinguish the characteristics between the micro-crack signal and noise signal. For most ultrasonic nondestructive testing equipment, accurate identification of the crack mainly depends on the signal-to-noise ratio of the pulse-echo signal. A scalar parameter SARF is defined as the signal amplitude ratio factor to clearly demonstrate the signal-to-noise ratio. SARF can be expressed as:

$$\text{SARF} = \frac{A_{s_{\text{max}}}}{A_{n_{\text{max}}}}$$

where $A_{s_{\text{max}}}$ is the maximum amplitude of the echo signal of the crack and $A_{n_{\text{max}}}$ is the maximum amplitude of the noise signal, as shown in Figure 6b. $\overline{A_{s_{\text{max}}}}$ and $\overline{A_{n_{\text{max}}}}$ are mean amplitudes of the crack echo signal and noise signal, respectively, obtained from multiple simulations or measurements. As can be seen, when SARF approaches 1, the crack signal is completely immersed in the noise signal. For most industrial ultrasonic inspections, SARF is set to be greater than 3.16 to characterize the detection capacity of micro-cracks, which means the signal-to-noise ratio is larger than 10 dB.
3.3. Micro-Crack Signal Assessment under the Effect of Front-Surface $R_a$

To further validate the effect of reflected and transmitted attenuations caused by rough surface on micro-crack ultrasonic detection, micro-cracks 100 µm to 400 µm deep were first selected for ultrasonic simulation. For better contrast, the front surface was rough while the back surface was smooth. The horizontal direction parameter $R_{sm}$ of the rough surface was set to 300 µm, width of the crack was 250 µm, and $R_a$ changed from 0 to 25 µm. For the surface with determined $R_a$ and $R_{sm}$, multiple simulations were performed and amplitudes of micro-cracks were averaged. Figure 7a shows that the mean amplitudes of crack signals decrease with an increase in $R_a$ for micro-cracks with different depths. It can be seen that the mean amplitudes increase obviously when the crack depth changes from 100 µm to 200 µm. The trend remains almost unchanged as the depth increases from 200 µm to 400 µm. Meanwhile, the mean amplitudes of crack signals tend to be the same when $R_a$ is larger than 15 µm.

The SARF critical solid line that represents the critical value 3.16 is displayed in Figure 7b. It can be seen that the signal-to-noise ratio of the crack increases with depth and SARF gets smaller as $R_a$ increases. The significant decrease of SARF from $R_a$ 12.5 µm is mainly caused by two aspects. On one hand, the amplitude of the echo signal drops significantly for cracks with different depths, as shown in Figure 7a. On the other hand, the mean amplitude of noise signal is nearly doubled compared to that of $R_a$ 6.3 µm. The SARF tends to be less than the critical value when $R_a$ is larger than 15 µm, which means that it is difficult to distinguish useful crack signals. Additionally, the smaller depth of micro-crack corresponds to a smaller SARF critical value because the depth of the micro-crack is close to the order of magnitude of the height of the rough surface and the scattering attenuation becomes more serious, as described in the previous section.
Figure 7. (a) Normalized mean signal amplitudes of different cracks reduce as front-surface roughness $R_a$ increases. (b) The signal amplitude ratio factor (SARF) reduces as front-surface roughness $R_a$ increases.

3.4. Micro-Crack Signal Assessment under the Effect of Back-Surface $R_a$

Figure 8a shows the non-linear change trend of mean amplitudes of micro-cracks caused by different depth cracks and different roughnesses $R_a$ with a rough back surface. $R_{sm}$ and size of crack parameters are the same as in Section 3.3 while the front surface is smooth. Compared to the influence of a rough front surface, the mean amplitudes of cracks drop more slowly with a rough back surface. According to the analysis in Section 2.2, there is only reflected attenuation caused by back-surface roughness for corner reflection wave of the crack while both reflected and transmitted attenuations exist when the ultrasound wave passes through the rough front surface. The relationship between SARF and $R_a$ is displayed in Figure 8b, and the procedure for calculation is the same as that in Section 3.3. It can be seen that the SARF critical values corresponding to micro-cracks with depths 100 $\mu$m, 150 $\mu$m, and 200 $\mu$m, are 8.5 $\mu$m, 15.8 $\mu$m, and 24 $\mu$m, respectively. This means that it can be accurately identified when the depth of the micro-crack on the rough back surface is larger than 200 $\mu$m. On the other hand, the smaller the size of the micro-crack on the rough surface, the greater the effect of $R_a$ becomes on ultrasonic detection.

Figure 8. (a) Normalized mean signal amplitudes of different cracks reduce as back-surface roughness $R_a$ increases. (b) The signal amplitude ratio factor (SARF) reduces as back-surface roughness $R_a$ increases.

3.5. Micro-Crack Signal Assessment under the Effect of Roughness $R_{sm}$

To investigate the relationship between $R_{sm}$ and normalized mean amplitude of the micro-crack signal, further simulations are performed and the results are shown in Figure 9. The width $W$ and
depth $D$ of the crack are simultaneously set to be 250 $\mu$m, and $R_{sm}$ is set as 200 $\mu$m, 300 $\mu$m, 500 $\mu$m, or 700 $\mu$m. It can be seen from Figure 9a that the change trends are similar when $R_a$ changes from 6.3 $\mu$m to 25 $\mu$m. The mean amplitudes of micro-crack signals grow slowly with an increase in $R_{sm}$ with rough front surface due to weaker wave scattering. On the other hand, the influence of back-surface $R_{sm}$ on the mean amplitude of the crack signal is slighter than that with front surface, according to Figure 9b. The variation in surface roughness parameter in the horizontal direction has a slight effect on acoustic attenuation. The fluctuation of microstructure height has greater influence on acoustic wave scattering, resulting in more serious distortion of the crack signal.

![Figure 9.](image)

**Figure 9.** (a) Normalized mean signal amplitude of the same crack reduces as front-surface roughness $R_{sm}$ increases. (b) Normalized mean signal amplitude of the same crack reduces as back-surface roughness $R_{sm}$ increases.

4. Experiments and Discussion

4.1. Experimental Equipment

An experimental study was performed to validate the effect of surface roughness on back-surface micro-crack. Figure 10 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental setup, which mainly consisted of an ultrasonic scanner driver with ultrasonic transducer, and signal processing system, as well as several test samples. The ultrasonic scanner driver was used to move the transducer in two directions. The transducer was a broadband, 8 mm $\times$ 8 mm piezoelectric wafer. The nominal center frequency of the transducer was 5 MHz. The focal length of the transducer was 25 mm and it was oriented obliquely with respect to the sample’s front surface. The transducer was at a stand-off distance of 20 mm from the front surface. The incident angle was set at 17$^\circ$.

![Figure 10.](image)

**Figure 10.** Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.
The incident longitudinal wave generated by the transducer traveled through water and entered the plate with a smooth or rough surface. The pulse-echo generated by interaction of the transmitted shear wave with micro-crack on back surface was received by the same transducer and fed into a digital oscilloscope in the form of a time-race (A-scan). For each micro-crack, ten measurements were conducted and averaged to improve the accuracy of measurement while the other parts of the experimental setup remained unchanged.

A series of mild steel plates with 9 mm thickness were provided as test samples, and the experimental parameters of the test samples are shown in Table 1 and Figure 11. One side of each test sample with different surface roughnesses $R_a$ and $R_{sm}$ was machined by vertical CNC milling and CNC turning, respectively. The opposite sides of all test samples were ground to make their surfaces smooth. To validate surface variations of the test samples, a Comprehensive Measurement System (Form Talysurf PG1830, Taylor Hobson Limited, Leicester, UK) was used to measure roughness profiles across the surfaces of each sample. There was good agreement with the set roughness values. Different rectangular notches on the rough and smooth surfaces of each sample were machined by a laser cutting machine. The notches were used as reference defects for studying the ultrasonic detection capacity of micro-cracks. The notches were at the bottom of the surface texture.

### Table 1. Parameters of test samples with rough and smooth surfaces. CNC: Computerized Numerical Control. $R_a$: the arithmetic average heights of rough surface. $R_{sm}$: the horizontal parameter of rough surface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processing Method</th>
<th>Sample No.</th>
<th>$R_a$ (µm)</th>
<th>$R_{sm}$ (µm)</th>
<th>Notch Depth D (µm)</th>
<th>Notch Width W (µm)</th>
<th>Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNC turning  (Rough surface)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical CNC milling (Rough surface)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>900</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>900</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grinding (Smooth surface) All samples</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 11](image_url)

**Figure 11.** (a) The distribution of notches 1–3 on rough surface and smooth surface of test sample plate; (b) test samples 1–10; all steel plates are of the same size (240 mm × 50 mm × 90 mm).

### 4.2. The Effect of Front-Surface Roughness on Notch Detection

The main purpose of the experiment was to investigate the effect of rough and smooth surfaces on the ultrasonic detection capacity of back-surface micro-notches. The results were obtained first from rough front surfaces of testing samples while back surfaces were smooth, using the experimental equipment and parameters shown in Figure 10. Notches with depth 100 µm, 150 µm, and 250 µm for the ten samples listed in Table 1 were measured in immersion coupled mode. For example, Figure 12 shows three average signals of notch 3 on samples with different $R_a$. It can be seen that the mean
amplitudes of notch signals dropped rapidly and the average signal shapes changed with an increase in $R_a$. In addition, the noise signals caused by the rough surface grew slightly with larger $R_a$. There is good agreement with the simulation results.

Figure 12. Ultrasonic time-domain mean signals of notch 3 on different experimental samples with front-surface roughness $R_a = 3.2 \mu m$, 6.3 $\mu m$, and 12.5 $\mu m$.

Figure 13a shows the relationship between the normalized mean amplitude of pulse-echo signal of notch and roughness $R_a$ of front surface. The results indicated that the mean amplitude of notch signal was sensitive to notch depth. It can also be seen that larger $R_a$ corresponds to weaker $A_{\text{max}}$ of notch signal; the mean amplitude of the deeper notch signal reduced rapidly with an increase in $R_a$, and was the same when $R_a$ was larger than 17 $\mu m$. It indicated that the attenuation of energy intensity of pulse-echo increased with enhancement of multiple scattering caused by surface roughness $R_a$.

Considering the experimental uncertainties of the attenuation measurement, the agreement between simulation results and measured data was deemed satisfactory.

Figure 13. (a) Normalized mean signal amplitudes of notches reduce as front-surface roughness $R_a$ increases; 'T' represents CNC turning, 'M' represents vertical CNC milling. (b) The signal amplitude ratio factor (SARF) reduces as front-surface roughness $R_a$ increases.

Meanwhile, the relationship between signal amplitude ratio factor (SARF) and $R_a$ is presented in Figure 13b. It can be seen that the SARF value decreased with $R_a$ because of decrease in $A_{\text{max}}$ of the notch signal and increase in noise signal. When the roughness $R_a$ was lower than 12.5 $\mu m$, the impact
of a decrease in notch size on mean amplitude of notch signal was obvious. The SARF value of notch 3 was larger than those of notches 2 and 1 for the same $R_a$ and processing method. On the other hand, the SARF critical solid line that represented the critical value 3.16 is given in Figure 13b. The deeper notch corresponded to larger critical $R_a$. When the roughness was larger than approximately 15 $\mu$m, the SARF value was lower than the critical value for these notches. The weaker notch signals were almost immersed in the noise signal and could not be distinguished easily.

Figure 13a shows the relationship between mean amplitude of notch signal and $R_{am}$. The horizontal direction parameter $R_{am}$ of the test samples obtained from different processing methods were not the same, as shown in Table 1. Comparing the $A_{s_{max}}$ of sample numbers 1–5 and sample numbers 6–10, the mean amplitudes of notch signals changed slightly with an increase in $R_{am}$ at the same $R_a$ and notch depth. The decreasing trend in SARF value was similar to the mean amplitudes of notch signals for different $R_{am}$, as can be seen in Figure 13b.

4.3. The Effect of Back-Surface Roughness on Notch Detection

Figure 14 shows the experimental results of back-surface notch detection on rough back surface when the front surface was smooth. Similar to the observation of rough front surface, the normalized mean amplitude of notch signal decreased with an increase in $R_a$. The mean amplitude of the notch signal was directly proportional to the notch depth. As can be seen in Figure 14b, the signal amplitude ratio factor (SARF) also decreased with increase in $R_a$. The degree of attenuation caused by back surface roughness was slighter than that caused by front-surface roughness, observed from the relationship between variations in the mean amplitude of notch signal and $R_a$. The SARF critical value corresponding to notches with different depths in this experiment was larger than that of the rough front surface. The SARF critical value of M-notch3 was 22.5 $\mu$m in Figure 14b while the value was 15 $\mu$m corresponding to a rough front surface. This was due to the fact that the attenuation of energy intensity of the pulse-echo of the notch caused by reflection on the rough back surface was less than that caused by transmission on the rough front surface.

5. Conclusions

For ultrasonic inspection of back-surface micro-cracks, the energy intensity changes in the ultrasonic wave are mainly caused by losses of transmitted and reflected waves. The simulation results agreed with the experimental measurements on the relationship between surface roughness and pulse-echo signal of back-surface micro-crack. It was found that surface roughness influenced
crack signals, which was reflected in two aspects. On one hand, the mean amplitude of the received pulse-echo signal of the micro-crack decreased obviously with the growth of $R_a$. The horizontal direction parameter $R_{sm}$ had a negligible effect on change in crack signal. On the other hand, the mean amplitude of the noise signal caused by multiple scattering nearly in all directions on rough surface increased slightly with an increase in $R_a$.

The SARF value was applied to investigate the detection limits for back-surface micro-crack with rough front surface and rough back surface. For the rough front surface and smooth back surface, the signal of micro-crack with depth lower than 400 $\mu$m was difficult to distinguish from the noise signal when $R_a$ exceeded 15 $\mu$m. Compared to the rough front surface, attenuation of the energy intensity of micro-crack pulse-echo caused by the rough back surface was slighter. The micro-crack with depth over 200 $\mu$m was accurately identified when the $R_a$ of back surface was less than 24 $\mu$m. The surface roughness leads to substantial changes in the results of ultrasonic inspection for micro-cracks. This research provides a valuable reference for obtaining detection limits of micro-cracks under different rough surfaces, which is beneficial for improving detection reliability and accuracy for micro-cracks. Further work will focus on the effect of surface roughness on the detection of front-surface micro-cracks.
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